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GUEST EDITORIAL

HAZARD
PREVENTION AND
CONTROL
Ted Beville

T

his is the fifth of a series of articles presenting
the Occupational and Safety Health
Administration (OSHA) Guidelines for Safety and
Health Programs. The following text highlights
the steps in hazard prevention and control and is
taken from https://www.osha.gov/shpguidelines/
hazard-prevention.html. Be sure to read the
webpage for full, detailed information.
Effective controls protect workers from workplace
hazards; help avoid injuries, illnesses, and incidents;
minimize or eliminate safety and health risks; and
help employers provide workers with safe and healthful working conditions. The processes described in
this section will help employers prevent and control
hazards identified in the previous section.
To effectively control and prevent hazards,
employers should:
• Involve workers, who often have the best understanding of the conditions that create hazards and
insights into how they can be controlled.
• Identify and
evaluate
options for controlling hazards, using a
“hierarchy of
controls.”

• Use a hazard control plan to guide the selection and implementation of controls and
implement controls according to the plan.
• Develop plans with measures to protect workers
during emergencies and non-routine activities.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of existing controls to determine whether they continue
to provide protection, or whether different
controls may be more effective. Review new
technologies for their potential to be more
protective, more reliable, or less costly.
Action item 1: Identify control options
A wealth of information exists to help employers investigate options for controlling identified
hazards. Before selecting any control options,
it is essential to solicit workers’ input on their
feasibility and effectiveness.
• Review sources such as OSHA standards
and guidance, industry consensus standards, National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) publications,
manufacturers’ literature, and engineering
reports to identify potential control measures. Keep current on relevant information
from trade or professional associations.
• Investigate control measures used in other
workplaces and determine whether they
would be effective at your workplace.
• Get input from workers who may be able
to suggest and evaluate solutions based on
their knowledge of the facility, equipment,
and work processes.
• For complex hazards, consult with safety
and health experts, including OSHA’s Onsite Consultation Program.
Action item 2: Select controls
Employers should select the controls that are
the most feasible, effective, and permanent:
• Eliminate or control all serious hazards immediately.
• Use interim controls while you develop and
implement longer-term solutions.
• Select controls according to a hierarchy
that emphasizes engineering solutions first,
followed by safe work practices, administrative controls, and finally Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE).
CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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PRESIDENT’S DESK

SETTING THE
STANDARD

revisions. Congratulations to the A10.8
subcommittee, chaired by Dale Lindemer,
P.E., and thank you for your hard work
and persistence.

By James L. Holcomb

Also, the ANSI A10.5 Safety
Requirements for Material Hoists will be
going out for ballot soon. This was a total
overhaul of the standard, led by Paula
Manning, Eric Schmidt, and Shanon
Beekman. Many thanks to you all.

T

he Scaffold & Access Industry
Association (SAIA) is a memberdriven organization dedicated to
promoting best safety practices in the
industry. Over the past several years, our
members have volunteered countless
hours to update and revise the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI)
standards.

Finally, the SAIA serves as the
Accredited Standards Committee (ASC)
A11 Secretariat. This committee will
continue work on the A11 standards at
Committee Week, to be held this year on
April 29-May 2 in Portland, Oregon.

Since 2009, SAIA members have been
working with the American Society of
Safety Professionals (ASSP) to revise
the ANSI/ASSP 10.8 Scaffold Safety
Requirements. In February,
ANSI approved these

All of the above, along with the recent
approval of the new A92 suite of standards for Mobile Elevated Work Platforms
(MEWPs), is evidence of the leadership

role taken by SAIA to establish and promote best safety practices. Much of this
work happens at Committee Week, and
I hope you will join us in Portland. It’s a
great opportunity for you as members to
step in and take part in helping to shape
our industry and association.
In closing, I’d like to note that
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) has issued a temporary enforcement policy for the crane
operator evaluation requirements in the
cranes and derricks in construction standard. OSHA intends to offer compliance
assistance, in lieu of enforcement, during
the first 60 days of enforcement, until
April 15, 2019, for employers who have
evaluated operators in accordance with
the final rule and are making good faith
efforts to comply with the documentation
requirement. Please contact the SAIA for
more information.

I hope you will join us in Portland.
It’s a great opportunity for you
as members to step in and take
part in helping to shape our
industry and association.
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• Network with peers and industry experts
• Make fruitful business connections with vendors in
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• Get training you’ve been putting off but really need
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• Help shape the future of the association that is here
for YOU!
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and access professionals and make your voice heard.
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TECHNICALLY SPEAKING

HEAVY
THOUGHTS
By David H. Glabe, P.E.

A

long, long time ago in a city far, far
away – well, not that far away – a
scaffold fell down, and a worker died. As a
young engineer, I was stunned to find out
that #9 wire was used to hold up a truss
upon which plank was placed for the workers to access a ceiling in a shopping mall
under construction. Did not, I thought
to myself, the workers know that #9 wire
would not be of sufficient strength? The
wise old heads in the office pointed out
to me that it wasn’t a surprise to them
because that’s just the way it’s done;
nobody knows how strong the scaffold is;
it just works. Fast forward 45 years, and I
can now report, as an old head, and a year
or two of experience, that unfortunately
not much has changed. Nobody seems to
know how strong scaffolds are – they just
work. And amazingly,
when asked how
strong a scaffold is, the
answer is usually: strong
enough.
Television
exposure of
scaffold col-

lapses seem to be a regular occurrence, and
the accuracy of the reporting is questionable
at best. The normal conclusion is that the
scaffold was of insufficient strength, which
of course is true. After all, the scaffold did
collapse. Unfortunately, the investigation
never goes much deeper than that, and we
all march on to the next disaster, oblivious
to the lessons that could have been learned,
taking solace in the false knowledge that the
next scaffold will be strong enough.
Its not like scaffold strength is a secret
known only to manufacturers. Oh wait,
even some manufacturers don’t know how
strong their stuff is! It would appear the
industry has luck on its side. But then,
perhaps not. The luck resides in the safety
factor, which is obscenely high for properly designed scaffolds. But then, properly
designed scaffolds involve the skills and
knowledge of individuals who put forth
the effort to learn how to do it. Apparently,
everyone else operates on the premise that
since it worked last time, it will work this
time.
There was a recent accident where, fortunately, no one was injured or killed, but
the scaffold collapsed. It was overloaded
with debris from a refractory replacement
project. The scaffold company erected the
scaffold for the refractory workers so that
they could remove old brick and replace it
with new brick. The scaffold was designed
and rated so the scaffold users would know
the load limits, in other words, how much
brick they could leave on the scaffold
before it had to be removed. The scaf-

fold was rated in “pounds per square foot.”
That made sense to no one, at least at this
jobsite. The brick guys didn’t know the
weight of the brick and therefore had no
idea if the brick was spread out on the platform in such a way that it did not exceed
the “square foot” loading. The scaffold
inspector, who happened to be the scaffold
erector, didn’t know either. But, according to him, he knew that there was just
too much brick on the scaffold. He had
no idea how close he was to disaster. The
refractory guys, on the other hand, didn’t
see a problem since the scaffold was still
standing. They apparently figured out the
scaffold inspector knew not of which he
spoke and continued to pile up the brick.
Fortunately, at the time of the collapse, no
one was on the scaffold. Once the dust
had settled, it was clear to everyone that
the scaffold collapsed.
The conclusion? The scaffold wasn’t strong
enough after all. Never mind that the load
exceeded the design load. But because
the scaffold inspector didn’t tell them, in
explicit terms, rather than a casual remark,
to limit the brick on the scaffold, it was
found that it was the scaffold company’s
fault. Does that sound reasonable? For that
matter, would you work in a seven-story
building that wasn’t designed?
Standards specifying the strength of a scaffold predate the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA), which
means scaffold strength requirements have
been around long before 1970. And yet
very few know the strength of the scaffold

It’s amazing how knowledgeable
everyone is about the scaffold prior
to the collapse and how innocent
and naïve they are after the collapse.

Have a technical question for SA Magazine you’d like to see answered here?
Let us know! Send an email to dhg@glabeconsulting.com with your question.
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upon which they are standing. And the
scaffold erectors, who frequently “design”
the scaffold, don’t know either. What a way
to operate! Lucky for them, OSHA compliance officers don’t know, and the safety
managers don’t know. Ignorance is bliss.
Since most scaffolds, while violating safety
factors, don’t often get loaded to the point
of collapse, and since very few understand
the root cause of most collapses, bad
practice is perpetuated, couched in the
mistaken assumption that success implies
safe design and construction.
So, how come scaffolds support loads at
one site, and the identical scaffold fails at
another site? Well, the simple answer is
that they aren’t identical. Since it seems
that every scaffold user thinks he/she is
an expert, he/she has the right to modify
the scaffold. And of course, it is the modification that frequently compromises the
strength with surprising results. It’s amazing how knowledgeable everyone is about
the scaffold prior to the collapse and how

innocent and naïve they are after the collapse. Apparently, the scaffold collapse
knocks the sense out of them.
Impact loads are a mystery to most scaffold users, particularly workers who are
removing structural materials. Dropping
brick, clinkers, masonry, concrete, and
bodies from heights onto a scaffold is not a
good thing to do. The force generated by,
for example, a chunk of concrete falling
from heights can easily damage or destroy
bracing, horizontals, ropes, and ties. I
recall an incident where the scaffold users,
who were removing the built-up lime in a
power plant smokestack by dropping it a
hundred feet, were amazed that they were
damaging the scaffold to the point that it
collapsed. When told that they shouldn’t
have been doing that, their incredible
response was that the scaffold should have
been designed to be damaged! I never did
understand that logic. But then, I know
what a scaffold can support and why.
I suggest you ask scaffold users two ques-

tions the next time you are on a scaffold.
First, ask if the user knows what load the
scaffold can support. Secondly, ask if the
user knows how much load he/she is placing on the scaffold. Of course, for you to
ascertain if the user is correct, you too
must have the answers. Do you? Do you
care? You should. Look at OSHA regulations 29 CFR 1926.451(a)(1) and (a)(6);
29 CFR 1926.451(f)(1), (f)(3), and (f)(7);
29 CFR 1926.454(a)(4) and (b)(3); and
29 CFR 1926.454(c). These regulations
have existed since November 25, 1996;
the original standards regarding scaffold
strength have existed for at least 70 years.
What does that say about the industry?
About the Author
David H. Glabe, P.E., is President of
Glabe Consulting Services Inc. and
Founder and Partner of DH Glabe and
Associates. Glabe is SAIA’s Regulatory
Liaison. Contact him at dhg@glabeconsulting.com.
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THE LONG TAIL
THIS TALE, OR “TAIL,” PROVIDES GUIDANCE ON THE PROPER
USE OF WIRE ROPE IN TRACTION HOISTS.
By Jim Boudreau

Excess wire
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T

his story is an old one,
but, with the advancements in technology,
there is now a digital component.

survey basic site and roof conditions including obstructions,
power lines, and anything that
might affect the job.

Since the first traction hoist was
invented, the industry has had
the “drive-by salesman.” He or
she pulls up to a building, counts
the windows, does some quick
math calculations, and calls the
length of the wire rope into the
shop.

Accurate measurements, however, are critical. Wire rope to a
traction hoist is as critical as the
power supplied to it. The difference is: If the power is no good,
the hoist just does not work properly. If the wire rope is not correct, the result is a jammed hoist.
Operator error usually causes
traction-hoist wire-rope jams. If
it happens in the air, there is a

Today, Google Earth is part of
the story. This is a great tool to

potentially dangerous situation
and a rescue needed.
In today’s digital world a stuck
swing stage is on the news in seconds—something nobody wants.
If the workers are lucky enough
to get the hoist back to the shop,
there is usually internal damage
to the hoist that costs money to
repair.
The need to spin
One of the most common causes
of damaged wire rope is the failure to allow the tail end of the

SCAFFOLD & ACCESS MAGAZINE
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Damaged wire

wire rope to spin. Wire rope
must turn as it goes through
the hoist. If it cannot spin
freely through the machine,
it can open and birdcage
inside the hoist.
The two most common reasons for the failure to allow
the tail end to spin are that
the wire rope is too long and
that the tail end is secured to
the ground or stage.

Excess wire rope
If the drop is 100 feet – send
out only enough load line
to reach the ground plus a
few feet to reeve through the
hoist. Excess wire rope on
the ground will get damaged.
When quoting the job, get a
true measurement of what is
needed.
What should be done if for
some reason extra wire rope

Coiled wire rope
free to spin
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exists below the hoist? Coil
it up below the hoist, and
install a tie wrap so that the
wire hangs just above the
ground and can spin freely.
If you can store the excess on
the roof do so. Always protect
the wire rope.
This story is as old as Homer’s
fables. Many in the industry,
such as the Scaffold & Access

Industry Association (SAIA),
the Scaffolding, Shoring, and
Forming Institute (SSFI), and
all hoist manufacturers and
dealers, have written articles
about not using excess wire
rope, mentioned this in their
manuals, and created videos
about this. And yet, excess
wire rope still goes out.
Don’t secure the tail
Another cause for damaged

fits the needs of the project.
They will be glad to help.
So, as with every “tail,” it
must end. Remember that
every hoist manufacturer also
provides instructions on how
to prepare the wire rope ends,
whether brazed or welded.
That’s a “tail” for another day.

Twisted rope attached to stage

wire rope is securing the tail
end to the ground or stage.
One video (http://bit.ly/wirerope) shows how to prevent
wire rope from blowing

around and possibly damaging the building without
securing it to the ground or
stage. There are several solutions to this problem that still

allow the wire rope to spin
but stops the wire rope from
getting damaged. Contact the
hoist manufacturer or rental
company for a solution that

About the Author
Jim Boudreau is Co-Chair of
the SAIA Suspended Scaffold
Council. Contact him at jim.
boudreau16@gmail.com. He
wishes to thank Tom DeJong
and Shawn MacDonald for
the information they contributed to this article.

Have you heard ?
Committee Week is moving to April
in 2019. We’ll be heading to the Great
Northwest’s City of Roses, better
known as Portland. Brimming with
a thriving arts and culture scene,
acclaimed dining destinations, lush
forests co-mingling with rolling hills,
and endless outdoor activities, you
can do just about anything you can
think of in Portland.
If that’s not enough to entice you
to make the trip, then how about
what Committee Week is all about:
having your voice heard, collaborating
with peers, tackling new initiatives,
gaining skills and knowledge through
education and training opportunities,
and shaping the future of the SAIA.

So mark your calendars now to
attend the 2019 Committee Week in
Portland, Ore., April 29 - May 2.

RB80602 CommWeek HP Ad FINAL.indd 1
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REVISED A10.8
STANDARD
APPROVED

AFTER ALMOST A DECADE OF WORK AND
COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE SCAFFOLD &
ACCESS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (SAIA) AND THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SAFETY PROFESSIONALS
(ASSP), THE REVISED A10.8 SCAFFOLDING SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS STANDARD HAS BEEN APPROVED.
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T

he American National Standards Institute (ANSI) recently
approved the updated ANSI/
American Society of Safety
Professionals (ASSP) A10.8 Scaffolding Safety Requirements standard,
which establishes safety requirements for the construction,
operation, maintenance, and
use of scaffolds. This approval
culminates seven years of
work by the A10.8 subcommittee, which began work
on these revisions in
2012.
Dale Lindemer,
P.E., chief engineer at BrandSafway, served
as chair of
the A10.8
subcommit-

tee, and DeAnna Martin, associate director
of the Scaffold & Access Industry Association (SAIA) and ANSI liaison, provided
staff support for the endeavor. Key players
in this endeavor from the ASSP included
Tim Fisher, CSP, CHMM, ARM, director
of Standards and Technical Services, and
Lauren Bauerschmidt, CSP, STS, manager,
Standards Development.
Lindemer said, “I really appreciated the
thoughtful work of the subcommittee members. This was truly a collaborative effort
that resulted in the best possible outcome
– approval – and will help to make works
sites safer.”
About 40 percent of the standard was
edited and revised based upon comments
by reviewers. All the outstanding drafts for
consideration were compiled into one draft
for review, the definitions were cleaned up,
and the standard was updated. The ASSP

System scaffolding
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is preparing the document to be published.
The impact of this
standard is broad. All
scaffold types were
addressed, including:
• Adjustable
Scaffolds
• Bricklayers’ Square
Scaffolds
• Catenary Scaffolds
• Crawling Boards
• Fabricated Tubular
Frame Scaffolds
• Float or Ship
Scaffolds
• Form and
Carpenter Bracket
Scaffolds
• Hoisted Suspended
Scaffolds
• Horse Scaffolds
• Interior Hung
Scaffolds
• Ladder-Type
Scaffolds
• Manually
Propelled and

Prefabricated
Mobile Scaffolds
• Mobile Work
Stands
• Needle Beam
Scaffolds
• Outrigger
Scaffolds
• Pump Jack
Scaffolds
• System Scaffolds
• Tube and Coupler
Scaffolds
• Window jack
Scaffolds
• Wood Pole
Scaffolds.
About the Author
Cathee Johnson
Phillips is editor of the
Scaffold & Access (SA)
Magazine. She can be
reached via email, cathee@saiaonline.org. She
wishes to thank Ted
Beville, SAIA executive
director, for his contribution to this article.

ELEVATE
Your Scaffold Coverage.

WITH A 36-YEAR FOCUS ON SCAFFOLD INSURANCE,
WE HAVE DEVELOPED SOLUTIONS FOR THE NEEDS OF
YOUR BUSINESS.

GET YOUR SCAFFOLD-SPECIFIC QUOTE

AlliedInsBrokers.com

412.802.2636

AKA In the following states: CA- Allied of Pennsylvania Insurance Agency- License #0D69241, NJ- Allied Insurance Group, Inc.,NY- AIB Insurance Brokerage, VA- AIB Insurance Agency, Inc., and WA- Allied
Insurance Pittsburgh, Inc. The coverage program highlights are subject to change without notice. Coverages can vary by insurer and specific risk circumstances. Please refer to the actual insurance policy for
specific terms and conditions.
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UNIVERSITY

GET TRAINED WITH THE SAIAU!
Did you know that …
• The Scaffold & Access Industry Association (SAIA) offers world-class training for both supported and
suspended scaffolding through its SAIA University (SAIAU) Training Program?
• Courses are taught worldwide at Accredited Training Institutes (ATIs) by certified instructors who
receive the highlest level of training possible from industry experts?
• You can fulfill competent person training requirements, could reduce your insurance premiums,
and help create a safer workplace for employees and customers just by attending SAIAU training?

So what are you waiting for?
Training is held throughout the year at more than 100 ATI locations and in conjunction with SAIA events,
including Committee Week and the Annual Convention & Exhibition. Courses currently being offered are
Supported Scaffold User Hazard Awareness
Suspended Scaffold Hazard Awareness and Operator Safety
Supported Scaffold Competent Person • Suspended Scaffold Competent Person
Journeyman Scaffold – Canada • Mast Climber Operator • Mobile Elevated Work Platform Operator

CONTACT US TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT!
Jackie Brown | 816.595.4843 | jackie@saiaonline.org

WWW.SAIAONLINE.ORG/TRAININGANDEDUCATION

FEATURE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
PROVIDES SCENIC
BACKDROP FOR
COMMITTEE WEEK
Come for the council work, world-class training, and industry
networking. Stay for the play in a city brimming with beans, beer,
bikes, and books.
Denice H. Posey
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The Scaffold & Access
Industry Association (SAIA)
travels to Portland, Oregon,
for its 2019 Committee
Week. The historic Benson
Hotel, situated in the heart
of the Rose City’s downtown
area, hosts the SAIA’s annual
working meeting April 29
through May 2.
What Is the Purpose of
Committee Week?
Committee Week, which
shifts to springtime this year,
is open to all SAIA members
and industry professionals
who are interested in
becoming members. The

meeting focuses on the work
of the SAIA’s 12 councils:
their current projects, goals,
and objectives; issues facing
their respective industry
segment; emerging trends;
and any new programs,
initiatives, or activities for the
coming year.
This yearly event is also one
of the best opportunities for
members to converge, face-toface, in a central location to
voice concerns, share opinions
and expertise, discuss best
practices, and make decisions
about the association, their
industry, and related topics.

For a complete listing of all
active councils and more
information on each, please
visit their individual page on
the SAIA website at www.
saiaonline.org/councils.
Core Elements of
Committee Week
Five different SAIA
University training courses
will be offered during 2019
Committee Week, so it’s an
excellent time to meet any
requirements for educational,
certification, or compliance
purposes. Scheduled courses
include Competent Person
Training for Suspended,

System, and Frame
Scaffolding; The Leadership
Academy – 2-Day Emerging
Manager Program; and ATI
Train the Trainer Facilitator
Skills Workshop. (Please
note: availability of courses is
subject to change, so please
visit www.saiaonline.org/
committeeweek for the most
up-to-date information and
course descriptions.)
Networking with peers
and SAIA leadership is
another key component of
Committee Week, and several
programming elements have
been built into the schedule
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to foster this
important and valuable
relationship building. The
24/7 SAIA Café provides
the optimal space for
attendees to casually
gather between meals and
breaks, take a meeting,
one-on-one or with a
small group, or just relax
with new and old friends!
Evening receptions give
attendees a chance to
kick back after a long day
of work to enjoy food,
drink, entertainment,
and camaraderie with
each other in an informal
setting. Take advantage
of Portland’s acclaimed
dining scene to continue
the networking – and
socializing – afterward.
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By Plane, Train,
Bus, or Car
For most attendees, getting to this lush Pacific
Northwestern city will
mean flying into Portland
International Airport
(PDX), which is served
by 18 international and
domestic air lines and
has been voted best airport by Travel + Leisure
for six years running.
Approximately 60 U.S.
cities fly nonstop to the
City of Roses, including Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Houston,
New York, Orlando,
Philadelphia, Phoenix,
and St. Louis. You can
fly direct from Calgary,

Toronto, and Vancouver
in Canada and internationally from Amsterdam,
Frankfurt, London, and
Tokyo.
Three Amtrak train
lines transport
passengers to Portland
daily from cities near
and far: Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle,
Eugene, Ore., and
Vancouver B.C. along
the west coast in the
U.S. and Canada;
Chicago, Milwaukee,
and Minneapolis in
the Midwest. To find
a complete listing of
routes and schedules
and determine whether
travel by rail is an
economical and feasible

option for you,
check out their website
at www.amtrak.com.
If taking a road trip is
more your style – or you
just hate to fly and want
to avoid the long security
lines – then you might
want to consider taking
the bus or even your
own personal vehicle.
Greyhound departs from
more than 2,400 locations in North America,
and its subsidiary,
BoltBus, services the
Pacific Northwest region.
The Benson Hotel
This fabled four-star
landmark hotel – conveniently located in
Portland’s city center
– is your home-awayfrom-home during
Committee Week. Built

in 1912 and currently
listed on the National
Register of Historic
Places, the Benson is
still dripping with opulence more than 100
years later.
Revel in the richness
of the hotel’s renowned
grand lobby as you walk
across its sleek Italian
marble floors, gaze up at
dazzling Austrian crystal
chandeliers, and appreciate the artistry of ornately
finished walls crafted from
now-extinct Circassian
walnut wood, once found
in the forests of Imperial
Russia.
The French Second
Empire-style Benson
Hotel offers its guests
an abundance of
amenities, including
24-hour room service,

acclaimed concierge
services, 24/7 fitness
center, premium bedding, in-room safes,
bathrobes and slippers
in every guestroom,
fully stocked honor
bars, and complimentary Starbucks coffee
and tea.
In addition to free WiFi
access throughout the
hotel, the Business
Center offers complimentary black and white
printing, fax and copy
services, and use of
computer workstations.
Staying at Portland’s
original luxury boutique
hotel affords the convenience of being just steps
away from discovering
the best of Beervana
(hint: one of the city’s
many nicknames), from
unique shopping and
dining destinations to
amazingly unexpected
attractions and activities.
Getting Around
Exploring Portland
couldn’t be easier! The
city offers several low-cost
($5 a day with the Hop
Fastpass) public transportation options, along with
good old-fashioned
foot and pedal power.
The MAX Light Rail,
Portland Streetcar, and
TriMet Bus System connect downtown to outlying neighborhoods and
trendy multi-use districts,

east and west
sides of the city, and
the greater metro area.
Ride one or all three to
visit sports and concert
venues, parks and museums, indoor and outdoor
shopping malls, convention and expo centers,
the train station and zoo,
and popular dining and
retail areas. The MAX
even goes to and from
the airport.
BIKETOWN, a bikeshare program launched
in 2016 and funded by
local sportswear giant
Nike, is a fun, affordable,
and healthy way to make
quick trips around town.
You can find 1,000 of the
program’s bright-orange
Social Bicycles (SoBi),
designed to be comfortable for a wide range of
riders, at more than 125
locations throughout
downtown and nearby
neighborhoods. With 315
miles of bikeways and the
nation’s highest rate – 7
percent – of bike commuters, you could say biking
is a way of life and getting
around in Portland!
Portland features many
pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods and half-size
city blocks in downtown,
so walking is a free and
convenient mode of transportation to discover
the city. If time and leg
power allow, consider hiking the 4T Trail. This selfguided urban nature
tour – which also utilizes
the train, tram, and trolley

to get from
points A to B –
provides some of the best
views of the city that can
be seen without a car. It’s
about 2.5 miles long and
will take approximately
four hours.
What to See and Do
Oregon’s largest city
boasts a variety of indoor
and outdoor attractions
and activities to suit
every interest. From art
and science museums
to gardens, parks, and a
zoo, you can easily find
something to do, come
rain or shine! Whether
you prefer a laid-back
day trip into wine country or a beer-tasting
brewery tour, you won’t
have to venture far. In
90 minutes or less, you
can get from Portland to
the beach or mountains
or any lake and stream
in between to enjoy hiking, camping, fishing,
nature, wildlife, water
sports, and more.
Major- and minor-league
sports teams take up
residence in Portland,
including the Trail
Blazers (NBA), Timbers
(MLS), and Winterhawks
(WHL). Along with a
variety of auto and road
racing at the Portland
International Raceway,
other local and regional
spectator sports include
roller derby, horse racing,
baseball, and running.

For the
sport of shopping, look no
further than this
tax-free destination!
That’s right, Portland has
NO SALES TAX. Shop
to the heart’s content for
handmade goodies from
local arts and crafts makers, unique finds from
indie designers, brand
name fashions from
designer powerhouses,
steals and deals from
retail outlets, gift items
from seasonal pop-up
shops, and the latest
trends from curated boutiques.
Eat, Drink,
and Be Beery
As the unofficial birthplace of the craft beer
movement back in the
early 1980s, Portland is
home to 75-plus breweries, more than any other
city. But it’s not just
about the beer (well, ok,
maybe for some it is).
There’s also coffee, cocktails, craft spirits, and
even kombucha. There’s
a little bit of everything
in Portland, and each has
its own culture and following of sorts.
Another movement,
farm-to-table, or eat
locally, seasonally, also
has its roots in Portland.
The city is just as famous
for its more than 600
food carts featuring an
array of foods for every
taste bud. According to
the Washington Post, it’s
America’s best food city.
Global fare – Middle
Eastern, Thai, Latin, and
Vietnamese – lives along

side vegan, paleo, and
gluten-free. There’s
indulgent – BBQ, comfort, and soul foods – and
then there’s indulgent
– doughnuts, chocolates,
and ice cream. One
could say that the dining
scene in Portland is both
diverse and dynamic, but
it’s also dog-friendly, and
many eateries welcome
their patrons’ four-legged
companions. The message is clear: explore,
experiment, and enjoy
the variety of food and
drink found in this top
culinary destination.
One Last Thing…
Don’t leave home without your umbrella and
a light rain jacket! And
pack to dress in layers.
Spring mornings may
begin with a shower, but
by day’s end there could
be sunny blue skies and
mild temperatures. Don’t
forget to bring a light
sweater: meeting rooms
can be cold. Expect
mid-40s (low) to mid-60s
(high), on average, during your stay.
Helpful Links
4ttrail.wordpress.com
amtrak.com
bensonhotel.com
biketownpdx.com
boltbus.com
flypdx.com
greyhound.com
portlandstreetcar.org
traveloregon.com
travelportland.com
trimet.org
About the Author
Denice H. Posey is the
Marketing Manager for
the SAIA. Contact her at
denice@saiaonline.org.
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FEATURE

SCAFFOLD & ACCESS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (SAIA)
2018 SUSPENDED ACCESS PROJECT OF THE YEAR

CREATING SAFE ACCESS
100 FEET DOWN
The 2018 Scaffold & Access Industry Association (SAIA) Suspended Access Project of the Year award
was presented to Sky Climber, LLC for the Conowingo Dam Cofferdam Access Project - Phase 2.
BY MARK WIGGINTON
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T

he Conowingo Dam
is one of the largest
non-federal hydroelectric dams in the
United States. Positioned over
the Susquehanna River near
Darlington, Maryland, this dam
has provided power to Baltimore
and Philadelphia since 1928.
Conowingo Dam also serves as
a bridge for U.S. Route 1 and

features 11 intake bays for power
generation.

foreign objects from continuing
down the river.

This particular hydroelectric
facility is inundated with debris
and refuse, more so when heavy
rains and water flows are funneled toward the Susquehanna.
Capturing the debris at the dam
keeps it from interfering with
the power intakes and keeps the

In 2011, engineering teams
determined that the dam’s trashrack system required significant
and rarely executed maintenance; the trash-rack rail system
needed to be removed and
replaced. Engineering teams
developed a cofferdam design
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that would allow workers to operate inside a
dry tube measuring 8
feet wide and 100-feet
deep to the base of
the dam. This roughly
C-shaped tube, once
installed and dewatered,
required a custom
suspension platform
to safely carry workers
through the tube as they
replaced each section of
track set into the dam’s
concrete face.
When Exelon
Generation, the
owner and operator
of Conowingo, began
deliberating the rehabilitation of the dam’s
trash rack systems,
Crofton Industries was
selected to conduct a
feasibility study for the
project. Crofton then
turned to Sky Climber,
LLC to provide a custom suspended platform
system compatible with
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the proposed cofferdam
solution. This project
represented one of the
deepest asymmetrical
cofferdams ever built
or used in the United
States.
Safe Access
The platform systems
were manufactured
in Sky Climber’s
Delaware facilities
in early 2017 and
shipped to Conowingo

Hydroelectric
Generating Station
the week of May 8th.
A Sky Climber crew
provided on-site training
and technical support
to the personnel who
would assemble and
use the platforms. Once
installed, platforms
provided safe access for
workers for up to 20
hours per week through
20 weeks of construction with no down time

due to any platform
issues.
In July 2017 work
began in earnest and
crews began descending on the Sky Climber
powered platforms to
remove old trash rack
rails and install new
ones. When rails were
replaced and concrete
repaired throughout
each 8-foot-wide by
100-foot-tall section of

the dam surface, each
lift system would be
removed from the cofferdam. The structure
would then be flooded.
At this point, diving
teams and cranes would
then remove the halftube from the dam wall,
move it to the next section, and re-affix to the
surface. Then the tube
would be dewatered,
the powered lift platform set over the new
location, and the work
would continue in that
fashion.
Engineering
Innovation
Sky Climber, LLC
had delivered an initial
platform and suspension
system in 2012 for the
proof-of-concept phase
of the project but made
several design improvements in 2017. The
largest design change
involved the placement

cof·fer·dam: noun. a
watertight enclosure pumped
dry to permit construction
work below the waterline,
as when building bridges or
repairing a ship.
of the electric hoist
motors. Analysis of
the prototype system
revealed evidence of
water damage in the
hoist motor housings. This likely
occurred during
operation inside the
original cofferdam
structure, either
from active leaks in
the cofferdam seal
or from contacting
residual water at the
very bottom of the
cofferdam shaft.
In the Phase 2
update, the motors
were moved into a
rescue, or overhead
mount, configuration. Like with platforms used inside of
digesters and other
tightly enclosed
vessels, rescue orientation moves hoist
motors, wire winders, and other equipment to an overhead
location. Mounting
hoists above the platform means it is not
in the way of workers on the platform
and that it is easily accessed in the
event of an emergency. Traditional
vessel platform configurations mount
the hoist on the platform, making rescue
nearly impossible

if a worker were to
become incapacitated while working
on a platform inside
an industrial vessel
or enclosed space.
The rescue configuration concept was
well-suited to cofferdam application as
well and provided an
extra measure of safety in removing a possible point of failure.
If the cofferdam were
to flood unexpectedly, the hoists would
remain dry and fully
operational at the top
of the gantry.
Other design
improvements
included items that
reduced weight and
reduced installation
time. The original
design utilized
I-beams in the style
of a monorail to
guide the platform
up and down the
height of the cofferdam. This design
would have required
a series of I-beams
to be installed inside
the cofferdam sections, but this later
raised a concern over
the platform “blinding” on the guide
rails. Instead, the
rails were replaced
with guide wires

attached to the base
of the structure
with anchors and
tensioned with turnbuckles. Lastly, several steel components
were exchanged
with aluminum ones
to reduce platform
weight. Overall,
these modifications
drove a final suspended access system
that was safer, lighter,
easier to install, and
simple to use.
The successful
implementation of
this design represented a number
of engineering
accomplishments.
Kurt Feairheller of
Crofton Industries
said, “The structure
is more than three
times as tall as anything we have ever
installed.” But it
was the installation
of Sky Climber’s
powered lift system
that created a “truly
workable space.”
About the Author
Mark Wigginton
is Vice President
for Engineering
& Operations at
Sky Climber LLC.
Contact him at 740203-3940 or mwigginton@skyclimber.
com.
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IN
INDUSTRY NEWS

TRIBUTE TO MARTIN TROSTSKY (1918-2019)
Martin Trotsky, original
owner of Waco Scaffolding
& Equip. Co. in Denver,
Colorado, recently passed
away on January 1, 2019,
just three months shy of
his 101st birthday. Highly
regarded in the scaffold and
access industry, he played an
important role in expanding
the outreach and presence
of the Scaffold Industry
Association (SIA), today known
as the Scaffold & Access
Industry Association (SAIA).
Trotsky started Waco in
1951 and owned the business
until it was sold to Action
Equipment and Scaffolding in
2006. The primary business of

the company was
scaffolding and
shoring rentals
to commercial
and industrial
contractors.
In later years
hoisting towers,
electric-powered
swing stages,
and erection and
dismantling labor
services were added to the
company’s mix.
Everything was running
smoothly until the early 1970s
when scaffolding product
liability insurance rates
skyrocketed. Trotsky found
out that a new organization,

the Scaffolding
Industry
Contractors
Association, had
been formed by
a group of west
coast scaffolding
companies and
were addressing
the problem of
high liability
insurance
premiums, among other
problems. He attended a
meeting of this newly formed
group and quickly became
a member; he was their
furthest eastern member of the
association at that time.
The group later changed

their name to Scaffold
Industry Association (SIA),
one that better reflected their
goals. Trotsky eventually
became a member of the
association’s own off-shore
insurance program’s board
of directors. He held that
title for many years and
worked hard to promote
the scaffold industry and its
insurance company. He also
served as the fifth president
of the association and gave
many hours of his time
for many years in trying to
recruit new members and
make the scaffolding voice a
united, formidable force in
construction and industry.

FRACO ADDS TORGAR BRAND
TO PRODUCT LINE
Quebec equipment supplier
Fraco Products Ltd. recently
announced the acquisition of
Torgar, a Spanish factory that
has devoted more than 40 years
to the manufacture of elevating
equipment. This acquisition
will enable Fraco to increase
its production capacity and

accelerate the
implementation of
its manufacturing
activities in
Europe.
The transaction
involves the exclusive
acquisition of the product line
marketed under the Torgar

brand, namely
construction
lifts, transport
platforms,
industrial
elevators, and
work platforms, and the factory
located in Zaragoza. The
new management intends to

maintain production in the
northeastern region of Spain.
Fraco Products Ltd. is a
Canadian manufacturer of
vertical transport equipment
and systems for persons and
materials. For more information, visit www.fraco.com.

SPG AND HYDRO MOBILE SELECTED
FOR MUSKRAT FALLS PROJECT
The Special Projects Group
(SPG) and Hydro Mobile,
two divisions of Canadianowned AGF Access Group,
Inc., have been selected by
Canmec-CRT to provide
nine custom-designed Hydro
Mobile F-Series electricallyoperated platforms, in
28 MARCH/APRIL 2019

addition to the 12 similar
units already purchased, for
the Muskrat Falls jobsite. The
units will provide access to
support the construction of
the powerhouse upstream and
downstream gate structures of
the new $7.4 billion Muskrat
Falls hydro generating project

in Labrador, Newfoundland
located on the Lower
Churchill River.
The new Hydro Mobile
F-Series platforms have been
custom-designed for CanmecCRT to be used for the
construction activities. Special
product features for the mast

climbers included custom
fixed and mobile extensions,
custom bridges, semiautomatic greasing systems,
oil heaters for extreme winter
temperature conditions as well
as safe zone detection to allow
for safe access and work in
confined areas.

IN
INDUSTRY NEWS

SAIA RELEASES CPT CONTENT UPDATE
The Scaffold & Access Industry
Association (SAIA) announced in January
that updates to the Competent Person
Training (CPT) program for frame and
system scaffold have been released and are
ready for use by ATI instructors. The new
course materials, which were developed to
be more tactile and user-friendly for students

than previous versions,
include an increased
number of visuals within
the study guide, hands-on
learning activities, and
built-in classroom interactions.
ATI instructors can begin using the new
materials while the old versions will be

CONFINDEX SLIPS
TO LOWEST LEVEL
SINCE LATE 2012
The Construction Financial Management Association (CFMA) recently
announced the results of its quarterly
CONFINDEX survey. The overall CONFINDEX fell during the fourth quarter
to 114, down 7.3 percent from the third
quarter’s reading of 123. The Business
Conditions Index, which reflects how
well matters are progressing presently, fell
during the fourth quarter by nearly 10
percentage points to 113. This reading is
down 13 percent from a year ago.
“One might suspect that an unusually large decline in construction CFO
confidence would be attributable to a
major, identifiable event. But qualitative
information acquired through the survey
reveals no major single factor – not tariffs,
investigations, hurricanes, wildfires, market volatility, trade wars, or inverted yield
curves. Rather, the decline in confidence
appears to be related to simple economics, with more CFOs concerned that the
workings of the economy will continue
to grind profit margins lower. There also
appears to be intensifying concern that the
construction spending cycle is manifesting late-cycle dynamics,” notes CFMA’s
Economic Advisor Anirban Basu.
Two years ago, survey respondents indicating that profit margins were improving
either significantly or slightly stood at 55
percent. By December 2018, this number
had slipped to 43 percent. Conversely,

two years ago, the percentage indicating
that profit margins were deteriorating
stood at just 19 percent. During the most
recent survey, this number had risen to 33
percent.
While virtually all stakeholders would
agree that construction worker compensation costs are set to rise during the quarters
to come, the trajectory of construction
materials prices are much less clear. In
recent months, construction materials
price increases have reversed in many
cases, including with respect to fuel and
softwood lumber.
“The upshot is that CFOs are becoming increasingly nervous. With the cost
of delivering construction services on the
rise, more projects are likely to prove too
expensive for owners to move ahead. The
implication is that not only will profit margins be under pressure but so, too, might
be the absolute volume of work,” notes
CFMA President & CEO Stuart Binstock.
With backlog still lofty, there is little
concern regarding near-term construction spending, but a number of CFOs
indicated concern regarding the latter
stages of 2019.
New CONFINDEX survey and results
were released in March 2019. For more
information, visit www.cfma.org/confindex.

phased out over the next
six months. Updates to the
CPT tube and coupler program will soon follow. For
more information or questions, please contact Jackie Brown, SAIA
outreach training manager, at 816.595.4843
or jackie@saiaonline.org.
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CALL FOR ARTICLES
The SA Magazine needs your articles!
The themes and content deadlines for
upcoming issues are:
July/August
International
Projects
Supported Scaffold
May 20, 2019

September/
October
Construction Hoists
Permanent
Installations
Industrial Scaffold
July 15, 2019

If you have an article to contribute - or
an idea for an article - please contact the
editor, Cathee, at cathee@saiaonline.org.
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Scaffold Training Institute

Action item 5: Implement selected controls in the workplace
Once hazard prevention and
control measures have been
identified, they should be
implemented according to the
hazard control plan, as follows:
• Implement hazard control
measures according to the
priorities established in the
hazard control plan.
• When resources are limited,
implement measures on a
“worst-first” basis, according to
the hazard ranking priorities (risk) established during
hazard identification and
assessment.
• Promptly implement any
measures that are easy and
inexpensive—such as general
housekeeping, removal of

• Providing professional scaffold training
services worldwide for over 20 years.
• Courses from 8 hours to 40 hours
• “Train-The-Trainer” courses

Scaffold Training Institute
Houston, Texas
281-332-1613
www.scaffoldtraining.com
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emergencies
The hazard control plan should
include provisions to protect
workers during non-routine
operations and foreseeable
emergencies. Non-routine tasks,
or tasks workers don’t normally
do, should be approached with
particular caution. Prior to
initiating such work, review
job hazard analyses and job
safety analyses with any workers
involved and notify others about
the nature of the work, work
schedule, and any necessary
precautions. Be sure to:
• Develop procedures to
control hazards that may arise
during non-routine operations.
• Develop or modify plans to
control hazards that may arise
in emergency situations.
• Procure any equipment
needed to control emergencyrelated hazards.
• Assign responsibilities for
implementing the emergency
plan.
• Conduct emergency drills to
ensure that procedures and
equipment provide adequate
protection during emergency
situations.
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obvious tripping hazards, and
basic lighting—regardless
of the level of hazard they
involve.
Action item 6: Follow up to confirm that controls are effective
To ensure that control measures are and remain effective,
employers should track progress in implementing controls,
inspect and evaluate controls
once they are installed, and
follow routine preventive maintenance practices.
• Track progress and verify
implementation by asking the
following questions:
o Have all control measures been implemented
according to the hazard
control plan?
o Have engineering
controls been properly
installed and tested?
o Have workers been
appropriately trained
so that they understand
the controls, including
how to operate engineering controls, safe work
practices, and PPE-use
requirements?
o Are controls being used correctly and consistently?
• Conduct regular inspections to
confirm that engineering controls are operating as designed.
• Evaluate control measures to
determine if they are effective or need to be modified.
Involve workers in the evaluation of the controls. If controls are not effective, identify,
select, and implement further
control measures that will
provide adequate protection.
• Confirm that work practices,
administrative controls, and
PPE-use policies are being
followed.
• Conduct routine preventive
maintenance of equipment,
facilities, and controls to
help prevent incidents due to
equipment failure.

TRUST
When you’re 250 feet
in the air, lifting and moving
material all day long,
you want to know that
the platform you are using
has an ergonomic design
intended to help you work
safely and efficiently.
At Hydro Mobile, we deliver
more than work platforms,
we provide full support!

1 (888) 484-9376
hydro-mobile.com

BUILDING DREAM

PROJECTS
INTO REALITY

Layher Allround® scaffolding is chosen by recognized industrial facilities, chemical plants, power stations, refineries,
construction sites, and factories world-wide. Available in steel or aluminum, choose Allround hot-dip galvanized steel for
demanding applications where conventional technology falls short. Choose aluminum when low dead weight or special
aesthetics are required, or when the use of steel is otherwise prohibited. Versatile to accomodate the trickiest floor
layouts and assembly situations or for complex architectural features and compliance with stringent safety requirements,
nothing surpasses Allround adaptability. Plus, Layher engineering support is available to help you through every project.
www.layherna.com

